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tribution of decay electrons: 

d'Wp_,'di1de = (2rr)-4e~1 e 2 {(a1 + 0 0) (1- e)+ 8/aaa (3- e) 

+ 2 j 3 (a~+ a4) (3- 2e) --!- [(bl + b5) (1- 2) 

- 8/ab3 (1 +e)+ 213 (b 2 + b4)(1- 2e)] (sl)], (4) 

where l denotes a unit vector in the direction of the 
momentum of the electron, and 

Integrating the probability (4) over the energy of 
the electron yields 

dH' p _ e~ {' 1(a1 + a5 , a4+ a2 ) 

d!1 - (27t) 4 \ ~ + 2aa + ----:1 

( bl+bs ~4 b2 +b4 ) } 
i 12 - gb3- !l (sl) -~ v1-+- v2 (sl). 

(5) 

Note that the coefficient a which characterizes 
the degree of parity violation may be either real 
(for invariance under time reversal) or purely imag
inary (for invariance under charge conjugation). In 
the latter case, the coefficients u 2 and v 2 are eas
ily seen to be identically equal to zero, and there 
is no correlation. If a is real, then the correlation 
between the direction of the momentum of the 
p-meson and that of the electron is given by 

W and W are obtained from Eqs. (2) and (5), and 

W; (s 1, s~) is the probability for depolarization of the 

p-meson as it is slowed down. If the depolarization 

is small, i.e., if W/" o(s 1 - s 2), Eq. (6) is easily 
solved: 

lV (In)= 11 1V1 -i u~v2 (In). (7) 

Note that the effect of parity violation shows up in 

(7) through the appearance of a scalar quantity 
(In), and not a pseudoscalar as is usually the case. 
This is linked to the fact that parity is violated 
twice in the process under consideration, during the 
decay of the 77-meson, and during that of thep-meson. 

In conclusion, we remark that experimental ob
servation of this correlation is very 4ifficult due to 
the fact that strong depolarization takes place 
during the lifetime of the p-meson (rv w- 6 sec). 

The authors wish to express their appreciation to 
Acad. L. D. Landau, V. 13. 13erestetskii and B. L. 
Ioffe for a discussion of this analysis. 

2 A. Lenard, Phys. Rev. 90, 968 (1953). 
3 Joffe, Okun', and Rudik, J, Exptl, Theoret, Phys. 

U.S.S.R. 32, 396 (1957). 

Translated by M. A. Melkanoff 
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JN this note, we shall demonstrate a relation which 
holds between the polarization of final particles 

in forward and reverse reactions. Consider an arbi
trary reaction of the form a +X-> b + Y, where a, b, 
X, Y are arbitrary particles of spin '!,;we shall as
sume that the product of the intrinsic parities of 

the particles before the reaction is the same as the 
product of the intrinsic parities of the particles 
formed after the reaction. We shall denote the spin 
states of the initial and final systems by the com

ponents ( sm of a column vector, where s is the to

tal spin and m its z-component. It may he shown 
that the amplitude of the final particles has the 
form 

a-f. c - dz 
eih,r v~ b g- b () 
-,- ikk1 c f a - dz 

dl 0 dl (' 

~11 ~JI 
~10 eik,r ~10 
~1-1 --- -,- M. ~1-l ' 

~00 ~uo 

(1) 

where k and k 1 are the wave vectors before and af

ter the reaction, (sm is the spin function for the ini
tial state (particles a and X), and the coefficients 
a, b, c, ... are expressed by means of the elements 

of the reaction matrix M ls, l's' and the scattering 
angle e. If we know the operator M, we can solve 
for the average values of the spin operators of par
ticles b and Y and the reaction cross section da 
da/do. 

a)b) = < a)b) > j(dcr/(do); a)Yl =<a\))> I dcrjdo 

<a)b· Y)) = (k1/k) Sp (MpM+cr)b· Y)); 

dcrjdo = (k1 /k) Sp (MpM+). (2) 

p is here the spin density matrix for the initial 
1 T. D. Lee and C. N. Yang, Phys. Rev 104, 254 (1956). state, and i = x, y, z. 
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In the center-of-mass system of coordinates 
(x, y, z~~. we have: 

dcrjdr; = (dcrjdo)0 + P y (dcrjda)y; 

<cry>= <a y>o + PY <ay>y• (ax>= Px <ax>x + Pz <a x>z• 
<az> = Px <az>x + pz <az>z• (3) 

where Pi is the polarization component of particles 
a (particles X are assumed unpolarized), and 
(da/do)o,y and <ai>x,y,z are expressible in terms 
of the coefficients a, b, c, ... appearing in formula 
(l). The polarization of particles b and Y is con

veniently expressed in the coordinate system (x ', 
y ', z '),wherein the z '-axis is in the direction of 
motion of particle b, and the y '-axis coincides with 
they-axis; The components of the vectors <u(b)> 
and <a< Y) > in this system are obtained from the 
components of these vectors in the system (x, y, z) 
by applying the usual rules of vector algebra. Their 
dependence upon the polarization of particle a has 
the same form as in the (x, y, z) system [see Eq. (3)]. 

For example, 

(a~>) = P x (cos 3 <a~>> x- sin & <a~b)> xl + Pz 

(b) . " (b) I _ p (bJ -+- p < (bJ (cos&(ax )z-Stnv-(az )z = x<ax,)x • z ax,)z• 

Consider now the reverse reaction b + Y -> a+ X. 
The cross section for this reaction (da/do)' and 
the average values of the spin operators for parti
cles a and X may be obtained in exactly the same 
way as in the reaction a+X-> b+Y. One need only 
interchange a and X with b and Y in the preceding 
analysis, and corresponding! y change the directions 
of the coordinate axis (i.e., the z-axis must now he 
directed along the direction of motion of particle b, 
the z '-axis along the direction of motion of particle 
a, etc .... ). Then in all the formulas , a(a) will re

place u(b), u< Y) will replace u<Xl, k1 will replace 

k, and some new coefficients a', b ', c ', d \ ... will 

replace a, b, c, d1, ... ; furthermore the quantities 
Pi must then be taken as describing the polariza
tion of particle b before the reaction. The coeffi
cients a', b ', c ~ . .. which describe the reaction 
b + Y -> a + X depend upon the elements of the ma
trix for this reaction, ~If 11 l' , , in exactly the same s, s 
way as the coefficients a, b, c, ... depend upon 

M ls, l's'· Symmetry under time reversal implies l 
that 'M 11 l' ,= M11 l' , \laking use of this relation, s, s s, s 
and of the explicit form of the elements a, b, c, . .. , 
it may easily be shown that 

a-a'= 9Jl; g- g' = -29R; c -c' =- 9R; b -- b' = -- Vi"ctg &-9R, 
(4) V - ' ' f-f'= 2ctg&-Wl; d2 =d1 ; d1 c~d2 ; e'=e, 

9R = 1j2 sin2 & [(a-- g --·c)- Vi" ctg & (b- f)). 

Substituting the expressions obtained from (4) for 
a', b ', ... into the formulas for the cross section 
and the polarization of particles in the reaction 
b + Y-> a+ X, one finds that the cross section and 

polarization for this reaction are related to the 
cross section and polarization for the reverse reac
tion in the following way: 

(dcr 1 do)~= (k I k1) 2 (dcr I d-;) 0 ; (a~,l ) = (k I k1) 2 (dcr I da}y; 

t,.<X>> - (k I k )2 <a(bla< Y)> . ·" Y' 0 - 1 Y' Y' Y ' 
<a~>\Y = (k 1 k1)2 < a<Jhy; <a~~)>y= (k I k1) 2 <a~>>y; 

(cr~hx = (k 1 k1)2 <a~'> x; (a~~'>z =- (k I k1) 2 <a~~)> x; (a~~)>z = (k I k1)2 (a~~)> z; 
<a~~'>x = (k I k1}2 (a~>>:; (a~~'>z =- (k I k1)2 <a~:>>;; (a~~'>z= (k I k1)2 <a~~>);. 

(5) 

The first formula in (5) gives the well known re
lation between cross sections in the forward and 
reverse reactions. The second formula in (5) re-

*The z-axis is directed along the trajectory of parti
cle a, the x-axis lies in the reaction plane (so that the 
direction of motion of the particle b corresponds to an 
azimuthal angle cp = 0), and the y-axis is perpendicular 
to the reaction plane. 

lates the asymmetry of angular distribution in the 
forward reaction to the polarization in the reverse 
reaction. Indeed the right-and-left symmetry of the 
angular distribution in the reaction a +X -> b + Y, 
e = Py (da/do)y/(da/do)o (Py is the polarization 
component of particle a, perpendicular to the reac
tion plane), may be found from the second formula 
in (5) to be equal to 
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e = p(a) (a(")> I (da I do)'= P ,..(a) 
Y Y' 0 0 Y" Y'' (6) 

where a y(a) is the polarization of particle a in the 

reaction b + Y -> a + X, when b and Y are unpolar
ized. In the case of elastic scattering (a +X-> a+ X) 
equation (6) becomes the well known formula of 

Wolfenstein. 2 Note that Wolfenstein only proved 
his theorem for the case where inelastic scattering 
is absent (he assumed the scattering operator M 
was unitary). Our demonstration is free of this 
limitation. The third formula in (5) relates the po

larization of particle Y in the reaction a + X -> 

b + Y to the correlated polarization in the reverse 
reaction. The remaining formulas in (5) need no 

special elucidation except for the formula of line 

four. The asterisk attached to the brackets < >, 
such as in <a(b) > *, denotes the fact that it de-

" " scribes thepolarization of particle b for the reac-

tion a + X -> b + Y wherein particle X was polar
ized in the initial state while particle a was com
pletely unpolarized. The index x attached to the 

bracket < >, refers here to the x-component of po
larization of particle X. The rest of the formulas 
of line four may be interpreted in this way. 

In conclusion the author wishes to thank Ia. A. 
Smorodinskii for a discussion of the results. 

lJ, M. Blatt and V. Weisskopf, Theoretical Nuclear 

Physics, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York (1952). 

2 L. Wolfenstein and J. Ash kin, Phys. Rev. 85, 947 
(1952). 

Translated by M. A. Melkanoff 
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IN order to analyze the dependence of Cerenkov 
radiation upon the spin of the charged particles, 

we have utilized the method developed in Ref. l 
(see also Ref. 2)., which allows one to solve for the 
intensities of both linearly and circularly polarized 
radiation. 

When we consider linear polarization, we must 
resolve the amplitude of the vector potential of the 
quantized photon field into two mutually perpendic

ular components in the following fashion: 

a = a2 +a~ = ~2Q2 + ~~Qa, • 
(l) 

~2 = ('X,OkO] I v 1- ('X,OkO), ~3 = ('X,0.32l· 

x 0 = x/K. is a unit vector which characterizes the 
motion of the photon and the unit vector k 0 must be 
assigned some definite direction On our problem, we 
shall assume that the vector k0 is in the direction 
of the electron motion, i.e., along the z-axis). 

In the case of circular polarization the vector 
potential is resolved into two different components: 

a= a1 + a .. J = ~1Q1 + ~-JQ-J, 

V2~1. = ~ 2 + i"A;33 , "A= 1, -1. 
(2) 

The quantized part of the vector potential appearing 
in Eq. (l) and (2) must satisfy the relations 

qt qi = o, qiqt = aii" j. i' = 2. 3, 1, -1. 

In contructing the quantized transverse electro

magnetic field in a medium of refractive index 

n(n=y'8,p.=l) (cf. Refs. 3 and 4, where the quan
tum theory of the Cerenkov effect is developed), we 
find that the vector potential A is related to the 

quantized amplitudes a (cf. Ref. l or 2) through the 
following expression 

A L-'i, "" v21tcti ( { . . = LJ -- a cxp -tc (xt 1 n) + t'ltr} nx 
)( 

+a+ cxp {iqxt In- ixr}). 

We shall choose to write the wave function for a 
free electron in the form 

~ = 1.-•f, ~C'b' exp {- ic K't + ik' r}, 

k' 

where 1ik is the momentum of the electron, 

(3) 

(4) 

c"hK=cn vP+ k~ the electron energy and nk0 /c its 
mass. We shall denote the initial state of the elec
tron by an unprimed symbol and its final state by a 
primed symbol 

Introducing the perturbation energy U = (e/ c)(aA), 
we must consider the coefficients C' as time-depend
ent, satisfying the initial condition: 

C'=C<k; o) = ok' k' 

When solving the Dirac equation (i.e., including 




